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Abstract

A field study was conducted to investigate the effects of "untranslated" behavioral checklists on

certain psychometric properties of an assessment center. The results suggest that the

untranslated behavioral checklists improved the discriminant validity and reliability of dimension

scores over a traditional graphic rating scale, but did not have a corresponding affect on the

convergent validity of dimension scores. In addition, the untranslated behavioral checklist did

not yield a significant relationship with performance. It is suggested that behavioral checklists

have many benefits, and thus are very appropriate as a method of evaluating assessment center

exercises. Possible areas at tuture research and additional practical considerations are discussed.
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An Analysis of the Effects of Untranslated Behavioral Checklists

on the Psychometric Properties of Assessment Centers

Since the 1950s, assessment centers have been used extensively for purposes such as

selection, promotion, training, and career development (Schmidt, Ones, & Hunter, 1992) for a

wide variety of positions from professional-level personnel to production line workers (Reilly,

Henry, & Smittier, 1990). They have been used in a host of organizational settings including

manufacturing, government, military, and educational settings (Klimosld & Brickner, 1987).

A recent meta-analysis of assessment centervalidity conducted by Gaugler, Rosenthal, Thornton.

and Bentson (1987) supports the wide-spread use of assessment centers for predicting

performance in a variety of jobs and organizations. Specifically, Gaugler et al. (1987) reported

an average corrected validity coefficient of .37 for the fifty assessment centers examined. These

meta-analytic results and others (Hunter & Hunter, 1984; Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, &

1984) have established the predictive validity of assessment centers.

Constrwt Va icily of AssessinemSersig4

However popular and effective a selection and diagnostic tool, assessment centers remain

"the modern cnigma in human resource practice" (Klimoski & Brickncr, 1987). Very little is

known about why assessment centers yield predictive validity. Assessment centers are designed

to produce standardized measures of separate constructs thought to reprmnt various job-related
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abilities associated with suceessful performance (Byham, 1980). However, tho preponderance

of researeh suggests that assessment centers may not measure the constructs they purport to

measure (Sackett & Dreher, 1982; Turnage & Muchinsky, 1982; Silverman, Dalessio, Woods,

& Johnson, 1986; Robertson, Grattan, & Sharp ley, 1987; Bycio, Alvares, and Hahn, 1987).

Indeed, this problem with construct validity led Sackett and Dreher (1982) to conclude that there

was "virtually no support for the view that the assessment center technique generatfti dimension

scores that can bc interpreted as representing complex constructs' (p. 409). Thus, thepredictive

validity of assessment centers cannot be attributed to the successful measurement of job-related

abilities, but instead is thought to be associated with factors that are not well-understood

(Klimoski & Brickner, 1987).

Many investigators (e.g., Sackett & Dreher, 1982; Silverman ct aL , 1986; Tumage St.

Muchinsky. 1982) have used the multitrait-multimethodmatrix approach (cf. Campbell & Fiske,

1959) to examine the construct validity of assessment centers. To meet the requirements of

construct validity according to this approach, ratings on the same dimension should be

significantly correlated across exercises (convergent validity). In addition, these across-exercise

correlations must be greater than the withiu-exercise cormlations among difTerent dimensions

(discritninant validity). The multitrait-multimethod research investigating the internal construct

validity of assessment centers, however, has consistently shown higher within-exercise

correlations of different dimensions than across..exerciF,e correMtions of the same dimensions

(Roberison et al. , 1987; Sackett & Dreher, 1982; Silverman et al., 1986; Turnage & Muchinsky,

)Z;2).
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Neidig and Neidig (1984) contend that the high within-exercise correlations among

ditferent assessment center dimensions reported in the above research do not demonstrate

measurement error, but instead represent a true exercise effect. According to Neidig and

Neidig, the inclusion of multiple exercises in an assessment cemer is intended to assess behavior

in a variety ofjob-related contexts, and "stable rerformance across exercises by all participams

is not necessarily expected" (p. 184). Some assessees, for example, may be m.ore effective in

group exercises, whereas others may perform best on individual exercises. Thus, a lack of

consistency in assessee behavior across exercises may reflect differences in individual

effectiveness in various situations (Neidig & Neidig, 1984). Furthermore, Neidig & Neidig

contend that the lack of behavioral consistency across exercises may also be related to die

situational specificity of the exercises. Thus, the situational context determines the manifestation

of a dimension in terms of specific behaviors. Leadership behaviors for one assessment center

exercise, for instance, may be ';'..anifested very differently from those of another exercise because

of the situational specificity of the exercises. Thus, the lack of convergence of dimension ratings

across exercises may not be a flaw in assessment centers, but instead may represent en expected

lack of consistency in assessee behavior due to the situational spezificity of assessment center

exercises (Neidig & Neidig, 1984),

Unlike Neidig and Neidig, Sackett and Dreher (1982, 1984) are concerned with the

inability of assessment centers to measure intended constructs and seriously question the

psychological meaning of assessment center dimension ratings that are, virtually uneorrelated.

Thus, Sackett and Dreher (1982, 1984) argue against assessment center designers "claiming to

Ineasurn tho intended constructs on content-validity grounds when the available empirical
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evidence does not support the consistency of dhnensional performance across exercises" (p.

187). Given the lack of construct validity evidence, Sackett and Dreher conclude

that content-oriented exercise design is not sufficient to demonstrate the job-relatedness of

assessment center exercises. Alternatively, they contend that additional validation evidence,

either construct or criterion-related, is crucial.

In response to Sackett and Dreher's (1("82) conclusions, Neidig and Neidig (1984) argued

that the inability of assessment center exercises to meet the requirements of construct validity

does not call into question the job-relatedness of assessment center methods. Given the

overwhelming evidence of an exercise effect and the fact that assessment center exercises are

essentially samples of job-related behavior, Neidig and Neidig (1984) and others (Byharn, 1980;

Haymaker & Grant, 1982; Jaffee 8c Sefeik, 1980; Schmitt & Noe, lc,R3) believe that the job-

relatedness of assessment centers should be established on the grounds of content validity by

treating individual exercises as work sample tests and using Subject Matter Experts to document

the relationship between the content of the job, the a9sessment center dimensions, and the nature

of the exercises (Byharn, 1980; Haymaker & Grant. 1982). Sackett and Dreher (1984) concede

that when assessment centers are used as a sample of present behavior, rather than a sign of

future performance, a content validation strategy may be most appropriate for demonstrating the

job-relatedness of assessment center exercises.

cpirstructiiigLA,I. Snenigye Down_sla

Some researchers have not abandoned attempts to establish the construct validity of

assessment centers in favor of relying on content-oriented construction to demonstrate the lob-
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relatedness. Instead, these researchers contend that the failure of assessment centers to produce

convergent validity of dimension ratings is due to the cognitive complexity of the rating task

(Gaugler & Thornton, 1989; Reilly et al. , 1990; Silverman et al., 1986). According to Gaugler

and Thornton (1989). the job of assessors is exceedingly complex and may overwhelm their

limited information processing capabilities. In a typical assessment center, for instance,

assessors must observe and record the perfunuance of candidates on situational exercises,

classify the observed behaviors into dimensions, and then rate each candidate on each dimension

(Gaugler & Thornton, 1989).

Recently, much attention has been given to the influence of assessment center

methodology, (Gaugler & Thornton, 1989; Silverman et al., 1986; Reny et 41., 1990) on the

cognitive complexity of the rating task and the construct validity of dimension ratings. For

exawle, the research condtmted by Reilly et al. (1990) is of particular interest to the present

study because Reilly et al. investigated the effects of a behavioral checklist rating scales on the

convergent and discriminant validity of assessment center dimension ratings. To develop the

checklists, Reilly et al. instructed assessors to completed a first set of assessments for two group

exercises and identified specific behavioral responses to eaoh of the exercises "that, when they

occurred, caused them to judge an assessee as being higher or lower" (p. 74) in a particular

dimension. Using the Smith and Kendall (1963) retranslation technique, the assessors then

categorized the behaviors into dimensions within each exercise. The final behaviors comprising

the checklist for each of the group exercise were those that inct a criterion of 80% agreement

among Ow assessor,.
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Reilly et al. 's (1990) fmdings suggest that the introduction of the behavioral checklist

significantly improved convergent validity over prechecklist ratings (from .24 to .43). In

addition, the convergent validity of their dimension ratings was slightly higher than the

discriminant validity of assessment ratings (.43 versus .41). On the basis of these results, Reilly

et al. concluded that the use of behavioral checklists alleviated the cognitive demands placed on

raters by focusing their attention on specific sets of behaviors relevant to the dimensions

assessed. By categorizing behaviors by dimension, the retranslation process further reduced

cognitive processing by eliminating the need for assessors. te ,elassify behaviors into their relevant

dimensions.

While Reilly et al.'s (1990) results are encouraging from the standpoint of improving the

pattern of convergent and discriminant validity among assessment center dimensions, the

retranslation procedure employed by Reilly et al. eliminated 111 critical behavioral responses

identified by the assessors. The omission of these behaviors from the behavioral checklist scales

calls into question not only the content validity of the rating procedure, but also its fairness in

evaluating candidates, since no credit would be given for responses not meeting the 80%

=translation criterion. Silverman et 11. (1987) remind us of the importance of evaluating

assessment center methodology on ovetall dimension scores because selection and promotion

decisions ultimately rests on these overall ratings. Thus, a method that would simulatenously

improve the construct validity of dimension ratings while giving credit for all content-valid

responses elicited by candidates would satisfy not only the zuquiroments of construct

but niso thaw of eontent-oficnted test constniction.
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The present study involves the evaluation of a method that attempts to obtain similar

gains in .,>onvergent validity and discriminant validity as those reported by Reilly et al. (1990)

without sacrificing content validity and fairness in evaluating candidates. Specifically, the

present study explored the effects of an "untranslated" behavioral checklist on the construct

validity of dimension ratings. The untranslated behavioral checklist used in the present

investigation attempted to included all behavioral responses elicited by the assessment center

exercises, not just- those meeting a retranslation criterion. In addition, the present study

attempted to exisd the work of Reilly et al. (1990) in two critical areas not explored. First,

Reilly et al. investigated the convergence of dimension ratings for two group exercises, both of

which involved an assembly problem. Thus, the convergence of dimension ratings could be

expected given the similarities in the situational contexts of the e-xercises. The present study

examined whether similar convergence of dimensions across exercises could be obtained across

four job simulation exercises that varied greatly in contem. Second, Reilly et al. (1990) were

unable to present findings regarding certain psychometric properties of the behavioral checklist.

The present study evaluated both the behavioral checklist's reliability and criterion-related

validity by comparing the checklist to a conventional graphic rating scale format on these

psychometric characteristics. Criterion validity is of special interest given the argument that the

predictive validity of assessment centers may be related to subtle criterion contamination

(Klimoski & Brickner, 1987). Reilly et al. (1990) suggest that criterion validation studies

including both a behavioral checklist and conventional scale ratings may hell; to determine if the

wdl-estahlishod 7e1itionchip between overall dimension ratings and performance is actually due

to criterion contamination in which the ratings capture subtle factors that am unrelated to

t;
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effective task performance (e.g., presentation skills), but may attract high performance ratings

in an organizational setting.

Given the evidence of the reliability (Neidig & Neidig, 1984) and criterion validity

(Gaugler et al., 1987; Hunter & Hunter, 1984; Schmitt et al. , 1984) of assessment center ratings

in the existing literature, similar results were expected regarding the effects of the "untranslated"

behavioral checklist on these psychometric properties In addition, it wag hypothesized that the

use of the "untranslated" behavioral checklist would produce similar patterns of convergent and

discriminant validity reported by Reilly et al. Such findings were antieipated given that the

"untranslated" behavioral checklist scales were expected to offer the same "cognitive-reduction"

advantages as those constructeu by Reilly et al. through the use of the retranslarion provt;dure.

Specifically, these advantages include (1) focusing assessors' attention directly on specific

behavioral responses elicited by the exercises and (2) organizing these behaviors according to

the operational definitions of the dimensions, thereby eliminating the need for such categorization

by the assessors. Such results would not only support Reilly et al.'s findings and bolster the use

of behavioral checklists for improving the coIlsII Mt validity of assessment center exercises, but

would also eliminate the need for the retranslation process in developing behavioral checklist

scales. Eliminating this process would simultaneously address the concerns associated with the

content validity and fairness of the evaluation process.
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METHOD

Participants

Assessees (N = 178) were candidates for a Police promotional examination. The candidates

included 164 males, 14 females, 132 whites, and 46 minorities. Assessors (N =41) were

Captains and Majors representing various poiicc dopartments across the country. The assessors

included 34 males, 7 females, 29 whites, and 12 minorities. Each candidate was assessed by

a team of two aslessors assigned to one of four situational exercises comprising the assessment

center. The number of teams for each exercise ranged from three to eight Wane, depending on

the complexity of the exercise and the rating task. Each team of raters evaluated an average of

forty-three (43) candidates using both a behavioral checklist and a graphic rating scale.

Procedure

Exercises and dimensions. The pairs of assessors observed and rated the candidates on

one of four job simulation exercises. The exercises consisted of three situational videos and an

in-basket, and were developed on the basis of job analysis information and direct input from

local subject matter experts (SMEs). Each of the situational videos depicted job-related

scenarios that unfolded across multiple scenes. The scenarios portrayed in the situational videos

included: apprehending a fleeing suspect involved in an armed robbery, counseling a subordinate

with a suspected drug addiction, and directing crowd control activities at an abortion clinic

protest,
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in responding to the situational videos, the candidates were required to assume the role

of the target position. analyze the situation presented in each scene, and state the actions they

would take in response to the situation. Time limits for each scene varied according to their

complexity from two to four minutes. Candidates' responses to each scene of the situational

videos were videotaped to be subsequently rated by assessors.

The th-basket exercise included a sample of the memos, forms, reports, and other

paperwork typically found in the target position's in-basket. Additional job-related situations

were also presented in the in-basket. Examples of these situations include: evidence of declining

petformance of an officer, information suggesting the need for platoon training in report writing ,

and indications of possible sick leave abuse by some platoon members .

The .;andidatcs were given two and a half hours to analym all I.,;" the in-basket items and

to prepare their responses to the items. The candidates were then given forty-five minutes to

present their responses, which were also videotaped to be rated later by assessors.

The above job simulation exercises were designed to measure nine dimensions identified

through job analysis procedures as representing job-related abilities required for effective

performance in the target position. These dimensions were (1) Interpersonal; (2) Development

Qf Subordinates; (3) Leadership and Delegation; (4) Problem Analyks & Decision Making; (5)

Organization & Coordination; (6) Investigation & Police Work; (7) Oral Communication; (8)

Consrol and Follow-Up; and (9) Use of Police References and Quandtative Resources. (S:.-;

Appendix for the definitions of the dimensions.)

All of these nine dimensions were measured in the in-basket exercise and one of the

situational video exercises. The two remaining video exercises measured only the first eight

DEST COPY AVAILABLV
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dimensions and did not assess Me of Police References and Quantitative Resources. A tenth

dimension identified through the job analysis, Written Communication, was measured by a

written exercise contained within the in-basket. This dimension was not included in the present

study, however, because it was not assessed in more than one exercise.

Behavioral Checklist construction. Behaviorally-specific responses used to develop the

behavioral checklist scales for each of the four exorcises were generated fmm two sources.

First, prior to the administration of the assessment center local SMEs who assisted in the

development of the exercises were polled for examples of poor, average, and excellent responses

to the exercises, The SMEs were then asked to (1) categorize the responses into their relevant

dimensions and (2) assign the responses a weight on a scale from -1 to 3, where "-1" is a

response that would have an adverse or negative affect on the situation, "0" is a response that

would have no affect on the situation, "1" is a response that is the least preferable or acceptable

in the situation, "2" is an average or standard responsefor the situation, and "3" is an excellent

response in the situation. The SMEs' assignment of dimension and ratings to each response was

thm used to assist the test development staff in developing the behavioral checldist scala for

each exeiciw of the atcsessment center.

The candidates represented the second source of behavioral responses used in the

construction of the behavioral checklists. Following the administration of the assessment center,

test development staff members listened to a random selection of candidates' taped performances

in order to collect additional responses to each of the exercises. Approximately five percent

(N-40) of the candidates' taped performances were reviewed until novel responses were no

longer identified.
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Because test development procedures precluded using local SMEs after the administration

of the assessment center, test development staff members were used to categorize candidate

generated responses into dimensions. Following exercise-specific training (described below),

the assessors were presented with both the SME- and candidate-generated responses as well as

the value of each response assigned by the SMEs. They were then instructed to independently

weight each response using the -1 to 3 scale described above. A round-robie technique was then

used in which individual assessors stated their ratings. Assessors then engaged in discussion

regarding discrepancies in their ratings until a consensus was reached. The rmal weight for each

checklist response was the consensus weight assigned by the assessors. The combined use of

these two sources of responses ensured that a near exhaustive list of content valid responses was

included on the behavioral checklists.

Assessor training. All teams of assessors participated in a one day training session

designed to standardize evaluation approaches and increase the accuracy of ratings. The training

session was divided into two segments which included general and exercise-specific training.

In general training, assessors received information regarding the target position and structure of

the orgallication. In addition, assessors wem instructed on methods of observation and

notetaking, the use of rating forms, and the consensus process. Exercise-specific training

consisted of reviewing the operational definitions of the dimensions to be assessed, in addition

to reviewing each scene of the job simulation exercise and its corresponding behavioral checklist

scales. At the end of exercise-specific traiinng, assessors independently rated a hypothetical

candidate. Discussion then followed in which the assessors received feedback regarding the

accuracy of their ratings.

I r.
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Rating Procedures. Pairs of assessors for each job simulation exercise observed and

recorded the candidates' responses to each scene. Because the candidates performances were

videotaped, the assessors could review their responses as many times as necessary. Immediately

after reviewing each candidate's presentation of responses to a scene, the assessors independently

completed the behavioral checklist scales for the scene by marking all responses elicited by the

candidate. Following the completion of the behavioral checklist, assessors completed the graphic

rating scale by making an overall rating for each dimension assessed by the exercise.

Final dimension scores for the behavioral checklist were calculated by summing

individual response scores (weighted -1 to 3) for each dimension. These behavioral checklist

sums (BCS) for the dimensions were then combined across the two assessors. Inuension scores

for the graphic rating scales were represented by the overall rating given each dimension. These

ratings were also combined across the two assessors.
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Rcsults

Overview

Several analyses were performed to determine if the use of the untranslated behavioral

checklist was associated with improvements in the psychometric properties of assessment center

ratings. First, both the mu1titrait-multimetho(1 matrix (cr. Campbell & Fiske, 1959) awl factor

analysis npproaches were used to compare the construct validity of the behavioral checklist sums

(13CS) to the graphic rating scale dimension scores. Second, both internal consistency

(coefficient alpha) and interrater reliability indices were used to examine the reliability of the

BCS in relation to the graphic rating scale dimension scores. Finally, a concurrent validation

approach was used to identify any differences in the criterion validity of the total scores

produced by the behavioral checklist and the graphic rating scale.

Analysis I: Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix

The convergent and discriminant validity of the BCS and graphic rathig scale dimension

scores was.calculated according to the multitrait-inulthnethod matrix approach (cf. Campbell Sz

Fiske, 1959). To examine the scales' convergent validity, the correlations among the same

dimensions measured across each of the exercises (rnonotrait-heteromethod correlations) were

calculated. These mean monotrait-heteromethod correlations for each dimension of the

behavioral checklist and graphic rating scale are listed in Table 1. As Table I illustrates, the

Inset t Table 1 about herz

f-1
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grand mean monotrait-heteromethod
correlation of the BCS and the graphic rating scale

dimension scores was .254 (range=.079 to .336; SD= .074) and .301. (range.-.236 to .376;

SD = .042), respectively.

The discriminant validity of the dimension scores produced by the behavioral checklist

and graphic rating scale was assessed using two methods recommended by the multitrait-

multimetnod matrix approaeh (cf. Campbell & Fiske, 1959). First, correlations among different

dimensions measured in the different exercises (beterotrait-heteromethod correlations) were

calculated and compared to the monotmit-heteromethod correlations. As presented in Table I,

the grand mean heterotrait-heteromethod correlation was .236 (SD= .090) for the BCS and was

.297 (SD = .(J74) for the graphic rating scale. Table 1 also illustrates that those grand mean

heterotrait-heteromethod
correlations were slightly lower than their monotrait-heteromethod

eountetparts, especially for the BCS. This suggests some evidence of discriminant validity for

both the BCS and graphic rating scale dhnension scores.

The second, more stringent method used to assess the discriminant validity of the fiCS

and the graphic rating scale dimension scores involved calculating the correlations among the

different dimensions within each of the exercises (heterotrait-monomethod coaelations). The

mean heterotrait-monemethoel cn ki,,Itions for each of the exercises appear in Table 1 for both

the behavioral checklist and the graphic rating scale. As illustrated, the grand mean heterotrait-

monomethod correlation was .393 (range,e .273 to .482; SD=.103) for the BCS and .613

(range --; .559 to .719; SD .075) for the graphic nating scale dimension scores.

The rcsults of the multitrait-tnultimethod approach
indicate that the use cc the behavioral

checklist resulted in improvements in the (Fecriminant validity of the dimension scotei.
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Applying tl:re more rigorous criterion fur discriminant validity, the results clearly show a smaller

average within-exercise (heterotrait-monomethod) correlation for the BCS (.393), as compared

to the graphic rating scale dimension scores (.613). The multitrait-multimethod results did not

suggest, however, that the behavioral checklist was associated with gains in convergent validity.

Specifically, the average across-exercise (monotrat-heteromethod) correlations for both the BCS

and the graphic ratiug scale dimension scores are considerably lower than their within-exercise

(heterotrait-monomethod) counterparts, suggesting poor convergent validity. Momover, the

across-exercise (monotrait-heteromethod) co.erelations associated with the BCS were much lower

than those of the graphic rating scale dimension scores.

While the level of discriminant validity produced by the behavioral checklist is

approximately the same as that reported by Reilly et al. (1990) (r= 38), the level of convergent

validity does not approximate that found by Reilly et al. (r=.44), as predicted. Instead, the

level of convergent validity in the present study is similar to the level reported in other

assessment center research (e.g., Bycio, 1987; Robertson et al., 1987; Russell, 1987).

Anaiysis II: Factor Analysis

A second approach to investigating the construct validity of the BCS and graphic rating

seal:, dimension scores followed fmm Sackett and Dreher (19,2) and Silverman et al. (1986).

Specifically, these researchers examined the underlying dimensionality of assessment center data

by performing a principal-axis factor analysis using a VARLMAX rotation on the intemorrelation

tnatrix of dimension Wores across exercises.
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In performing thc principal axis procedure, both nine- and four-factor solutions were

hypothesized as potentially melmingful based on the number of dimensions and exercises. The

four-factor solution was more interpretable and is presented in Tables 2 and 3 for the behavioral

checklist and graphic rating scales, respectively. In examining the factor structures for the two

scales, it is evident that very distinct exercise factors are present with only a few dimensions

loading on more than one factor. These factor analytic results are consistent with those found

in other research (Sackett & Dreher, 1982; Silverman et aL, 1986). In addition, they axe

consistent with the findings of the multitrait-multimethod procedure in that both suggest little

evidence of the consistency of dimensional performance across exercises.

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here

Analysis III: Internal Consistency and Interrater Reliability

The reliability of the BCS and graphic ratings scales dimension scores was assessed by

the methods of iuteinal consistency and interrater reliability. The internal consistency of the

dimension scores for the two scales was computed using Cronbach's coefficient alpha. These

correlation coefficients are presented in Table 4 for both the behavioral checklist and graphic

rating scale. As Table 4 illustrates, the grand mean coefficient alpha is .903 (range .834 to

baselt Table 4 about kw
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.94; SD =.036) for the BCS anal is .823 (range .783 to .859; Ste--- .021) for the graphic rating

scsile dimension scores.

Interrater reliability for the behavioral checklist and graphic rating scales was calculated

by correlating the dimension scores for the two assessors. The average interrater reliability for

each dimension on the behavioral checklist and graphic rating scale is presented in Table S. As

illusuated, the grand mean interrater reliability for the RCS is .976 (range=1.00 to .953;

SI)=.- .014), and the grand mean interrater reliability for the graphic rating scale dimension scores

was .904 (range= .944 to .854; SD= .028).

The results of the reliability analyses suggest that while both the behavioral checklist and

graphic rating scale yielded moderately high coefficient alphas and interrater reliability

coefficients for the dimension scores, the behavioral checklist produced higher internal

consistency and interrater agreement than did the graphic rating scale. It must be noted,

however, that the higher internal consistency of the behavioral checklist, as compared to the

graphic rating scale, may be related to the number of responses included on the checklist. Thus,

internal consistency may not be appropriate fur assessing the reliability of behavioral checklists

In general, the results of the ru1ibility analyses for both the behavioral checklist and

glaphic rating scale are consistent with eaxlier research repotting moderately high interrater

reliability among assessment center dimension ratings (Neidig & Ncidig, 1984).

Insort Table S about here
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Analysis IV: Criterion Validity

Total scores for the assessment center produced by the behavioral checklist and graphic

rating scale were computed by standardizing each dimension score and then weighting it

according to its relative weight in the overall test plan. These standardizer and weighted

dimension scores were then summed to produce a total score for both the behavioral checklist

and the graphic rating scale. The correlation betwem the behavioral checklist and graphic rating

scale total scores was .898.

The total scores for the two scales were then correlated with candidates' service ratings

for the previous two years. In completing the performance ratings, the candidates' supervisors

rated the candidates tar fifteen pussible dimensions using a five-point scale in which "5" was

Outstanding and "1" was Unsatisfacwry, These dimension ratings were then averaged to

compute an overall performance rating score.

As shown in Table 6, only the graphic rating scale totai score had a significant

relationship with candidates' 1992 (r = .163) and 1993 (r = .174) performance ratings. The

tlatively modest validity coefficients reported in Table 6 for both the behaviural cheeldist and

Insert Table 6 about hem

graphic rating scale may be attributed to the lack of variance in the performance ratings. The

rne:an overall rating for years 1992 and 1993 were 4.701 (SD,=, .357) and 4.72 (SD .382),

mspectively. This explanation seems most plausible, given that an analysis of the reliability of
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the 1992 and 1993 performance ratings yielded a coefficient alpha of .739 and .818.

respectively.

As previously stated, Klimoski and Brickner (1987) have suggested that criterion

contamination may be responsible for the established relationship between assessment center

scores and performance ratings. This claim would be investigated by a regression analysis in

which graphic rating scale total scores would be regressed on the candidates' overall

performance rating scores, holding the behavioral checklist total score constant. Such an

analysis could not, be performed in tne present study due to the relatively weak relationship

between the performance ratings and the behavioral checklist and graphic rating scales, and tvle

strong intercorrelation of the total scores f01: the two scaies. under these conditions little effect

for either scale, holding the other constant, would be expected
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Discussion

The main goal of this study was to investigate the effects of an "untranslated" behavioral

checklist on certain psychometric properties of an assessment center, specifically the construct

validity of assessment center dimension ratings. It was predicted that the behavioral checklist

alone, without the use of the retranslation procedure employed by Reilly ot al. (1990), would

reduce the cognitive complexity of Ile rating task and produce the same pattern of convergent

and discriminant validity reported by Reilly et al. Such findings would eliminate the need for

the retranslation process in the construction of behavioral checklists and would address issues

related to the content validity and fairness of the evaluation process.

The results suggest that the untranslated behavioral checklists improved thc discriminant

validity and reliability of assessment center dimension scores over traditional graphic rating

scales, but did not have a corresponding effect on the convergent validity of dimension scores,

as was expected. In addition, the untranslated behavioral checklist, as compared to the graphic

rating scale, did not yield a significant relationship with performance.

While the untranslated behavioral checklist failed to produce a similar level of convergent

validity as that &putted by Reilly et ale the level of discriminant validity obtained was

o.ppioximately that of P.eilly et al. (.39 vs. .41). Moreover, the level of discriminant validity

in the present study is better than that reported in earlier assessment center research. Reilly et

al. provided a summary of the ceavergent and discriminant validity findings of this research.

r3EST CORY AVAILAI3U:
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This summary is presented in Table 7. An inspection of Table 7 confirms that only Sackett and

Dreher (1982) and Railly et al. (1990) have obtained levels of discriininant validity below .45.

Insert Table 7 about here

The level of discriminant validity achieved with the untranslated behavioral checklist may

be explained by the cognitive-reduction benefits associated with these scales. As explained

earlier, even without employing the retranslation approach, the behavioral checklists identify

specific behavioral responses and organize them into their relevant dimensions based on the

dimension's operational definition. Research has shown that assessors employ their own

rcductionist strategies to contend with the cugukive complexity of the evaluation task by using

only a few dimensions (C4augler & Thornton, 1989). Eliminating the need to categorize

responses may have reduced the cognitive demands imposed on the assessors, and in turn

decreased the amount of convergence typically found among dimension ratings within

exercises.

Two explanations are offered for the failure of the unttranslated behavioral checklist to

similarly affect the convergent validity of dimension ratings. First, the omission of the

retranslation procedure from the behavioral checklist construction process may have resulted in

poorer convergent va1iy. Specifically, Reilly et al. (1990) postulated that the retranslation

procedure may benefit assessors by providing them with a clearer understanding of the

dimension definitions, and thus enabling them to more effectively identify &ad categorize

behavors. Reilly et M., however, rejected this as a possible explanation for their findings,

'5)1'
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stating Wal prioi research has not demonstt-atcd that the extent of assessor traininz moderates

assessment center validity (Gaugler et al., 1987). This explanation is also itjected as a means

of describing the results of the present study. Thus, eliminating tbe retranslation process, as

proposed, would not be expected to have a negative impact on the convergent validity of

dimension ratings.

A more plausible explanation for the poor convergent validity in the present study relates

directly to the methodology used in Reilly et al.'s investigation. As mentioned earlier, these

authors investigated the convergent validity of two group exercises both of which involved an

assembly problem. Because responses to exercises are situationally determined, consistency in.

dimensional performance could be expected for these two exercises because of their like

contexts, and thus would explain the convergence of dimension ratinp across the two exercises.

This explanation is supported by two lines of evidence. First, the factor analytic results of the

present study, which evaluated four contextually different exercises using a behavioral checklist,

clearly showed the presence of distinct exercise factors, not separate dimensions, Similar factor

analytic results have been obtained in other assessment center research that includes multiple

exercises (Sackett & Dreher, 1982; Silverman et al., 1987). Second, the findings of the present

study revealed very diffemnt levels of convergent validity than those of Reilly et al. (.25 vs.

.43), even when a behavioral checklist was also employed. Moreover, no other research

investigating the convergent validity of multiple exercise reports convergent validity of this

magnitude (see Table 7). The exercises used in these studies included group exercises, in-

baskets, Mie plays, and ini,:lviews; in no instance were only two exercise similar in format arid

content used.
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Future research should determine if the gains in. convergent validity achieved by Reilly

et al. were due primarily to the selection of exercises similar in situational contexts. If Reilly

et al. s results cannot be replicated using multiple exercises, then the available evidence supports

what others have identified as an "exercise effect" (Neidig & Neidig, 1984) in which variance

in dimensional performance across exercises is expected due the different situations in which the

candidate is placed. The abundance of evidence demonstrating such an effect has led to a

recommendation that attempts to measure constructs be abandoned in favor of measuring specific

behavioral reeponses to work samples designed to simulate important work activities identified

through job analysis (Neidig & Neidig, 1984; Sackett & Dreher, 1984).

In this vein, behavioral checklists would be very appropriate as a method of exercise

evaluation. As the results of the present study indieate, behavioral checklists improved the

internal consistency and interrater reliability of dimension scores, and thus could be expected

to yield similar results for scores on overall exercises. As mentioned earlier, internal

consistency may not be as appropriate as interrater reliability for the evaluation of the behavioral

checklist's reliability because of its tendency to increase proportionate to the number of items

assessed.

The high interrater reliability (r-= .976) obtained in the present study may be attributed

to the near objective level of ate rating task when employing a behavioral checklist (Reilly et

al., 1990). Not only would the objective nature of the behavioral checklist increase the amount

of agreement among assessors, but it also has the added benefit of reducing the reliance on

consensus discussion which can be tirne-intcnsive. Instead, assessors can independently rate

21:
RFST COPY AVAILABLE
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candidates using the behavioral checklist and limit their discussion to areas in which therc

disagreement.

In addition to increasing the reliability of assessment center ratings, the behavioral

checklists also has other advantages. Foremost among these benefits is its ability to ensure

content validity of the evaluation process. Sackett (1987) points out that in developing

assessment centers, evaluations of content validity are typically made en the basis of the stimulus

materials alone with little attention being given to the scoring process. Developed with the

assistance of subject matter experts, behavioral checklists ensure the identification of content

valid behavioral responses to the exercises. In identifying and retaining all responses elicited

by a particular exercise, even those with a low or zero weight, ensures the most complete

(content valid) scales. As previously mentioned, ensuring the ccntent validity of the rating

process is very important from both the perspectives of face vaLdity and fairness in evaluating

candidates.

Reilly et al. (1990) have suggested that behavioral checklists offer still other benefits that

are related to the evaluation process itself. Specifically, not only is the rating process less

cognitively demanding, but it is alRo simplified by eliminating the need for raters to categorize

behaviors and discuss their ratings. Likewise, assessor training can also be simplified when

employing behavioral checklists by focusing on the recognition and recall of specific behaviors.

Finaily, the feedback process can be enhanced by the use of behavioral checklists in that

assessees can be provided with more specific feedback regarding their performance on an

exercise. It must be mentioned, however, that in reducing the evaluation process to an objective
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level, consideration must be given to the attitudes of the assessors regarding the rating process,

especially if they have been selected for their expertise.

In sum, the results of this study suggest that "untranslated" behavioral checklists failed

to produce the levels of convergent validity reported by Reilly et al. (1990), However, this may

be due to a prevalent exercise effect found when evaluating multiple exercises that are

contextually different. However, the untranslated behavioral checklist was associated with gains

in discriminant validity and reliability. In addition, its use may increase the content validity of

the assessment process itself. Because of the unreliability and skewness in the distdbution of

the performance ratings in the present study, no conclusions could be made regarding the

criterion validity of the behavioral checklist. Future research should examine the differential

validity of varivtni evaluation methods to determine their affect on criterion validity. In addition,

such research would allow for an investigation of the claim that criterion contamination is

responsible for the well-established relationship between assessment center ratings and

performance.

Practical Implications

While this study suggests that there are many advantages associated with the use of

untranslated behavioral checklists in the evaluation of assessment centers, such as improvements

in certain psychometric characteristics and a clear establishment of the content-validity of the

evaluation process, we caution potential users regarding certain practieal limitations associated

with behavior checklists, based on our experience over the last eight years.

col)
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As previously mentioned, consideration must be given to assessors' attitudes since the

evaluation process is reduced to a near objective level. Assessors are often selected for their

qualifications, and behavioral checklist scales do not fully utilize this expertise. To determine

what impact the behavioral checklist scales had on assessors' attitudes, a 10-item scale assessing

preferences for using the graphic rating scale or the behavioral checklists was developed and

administered to the assessors participating in the present study. An analysis of the survey's

results showed no significant differences in raterpreferences for the two scale types (427) = .65).

However, a prevalent theme in the assessors' comments was that they often felt hindered by not

having any discretion when making ratings on the behavioral checklists.

In addition to considering the effects behavioral checklists may have on assessors'

attitudes, the potential user should also be concerned with the time and cost involved in

developing these scales. Employing the behavioral checklist will protract the scale development

process. For example. to ensure the completeness (content validity) of responses on the

behavioral checklist, it is often necessary to incentse the number of SMEs involved in scale

construction. It may also be necessary, as in our case, to sample candidates' perforwautzs in

an effort to identify a near exhaustive list of content valid responses.

Behavioral checklists can also make the rating process itself more time- and labor-

intensive, Depending on the complexity of the exercise, the number of responses on the

behavioral checklist can be great. As the volume of responses increases, so too does the

difficulty of the rating task. As a result, additional assessors are often needed to compensate

for the time required to rate a single candidate.

3C
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In sum, careful cousidennion should be given to thc choice of evaluation methods for

assessment centers. There are many benefits to using behavioral checklists, as suggested.

However, behavioral checklists may not be appropriate in all situations, given the practical

concerns we have described. Specifically, behavioral checklists may not be appropriate for

smaller organizations that do not have the staff and other resources required to support their

development, administration, and scoring. We suggest that behavioral checklists may he most

appropriate for evaluating exercises that are designed to measure very specific behaviors, thus

limiting the number of responses. In addition, we recommend that behavioral checklists are used

to evaluate assessment centers for positions with smaller numbers of candidates. Otherwise,

there will be dimishing returns on the effort extended to obtain better quality data, due to the

time and cost involved in using 1- .-±avioral checklist.
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TABLE 1

Dimension and Exercise Correlations for the Behavioral Checklist and
the Graphic Rating Scale

Behavioral Checklist
Mean r SD

Graphic Rating Scale
Mean r SD

Dimension (tIonotrait-
Heteromethod Correlations)

Interpersonal .262 .064 .270 .079

Development of subordinates .295 .071 .315 .086

Leadership & Delegation .219 .107 .314 .058

Problem Analysis & Decision Mak.ing .284 .071 .292 .073

Organization, Coordination, & Resource Allocation .336 .147 .317 .042

Investigation & Police Work .282 .118 .300 .090

Oral Communication .238 .065 .236 .044

Control & Fallow-Up .284 .057 .376 .106

Use of Police References & Quantitative Resoureca .079 .098 .359 .030

Grand Mean and SD .254 .074 .309 .042

Heterotnxit-Hcteromethod
Correlcrtions

Grand Mean and SD .236 .090 .297 .074

Exercise (lieterotrait-
Monomethod Correlations)

Apprehending Suspects Situational Video .478 .237 .559 .115

Problem Subordinate Situational video .273 .111 .562 .106

Protest Situational Video .341 .107 .615 .063

in-Basket .482 .140 .719 .082

Grand Mean and SD .393 .103 .613 .075

3 ,1
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TABLE 2

Rotated Factor Pattern for the Behavioral Checklist Sums (BCS)

Dimensions Exercises I 111 rv

biterpersonel Apprehending Suspects .69

Development of Subordinates Apprehending Suspects .42

1' eadership & Delegation Avvrehendinst Sustseets .79

Problem Azudyris & Decision Making Apprehend* Suspects .89

Organization, Coordinetion, & Resource Allocation Apprehend* Suspects .86

Investigation & Police Work Apprehending Suspects $2

Oral tAmraunication Apprehending Suskicta .01

Control & Follow-Up Apprehending Suspects .73

Use of Police References & Quntttetive Resources Apprehending Suspects

Intwpersonal Problem Subordinate .39 .36

Development of Subordinates Problem Subordinue .48

Leadership & Delegation Problem Subordinate .51

Problem Analysis & De4:isiun M.kilii; Pre,bleas Subeedinnte 55

Investigation & Police Work Problem Subordinate .47

Oral Communication Problem SubordinMe

Control & Follow-Up Problem Subordinate .52

Use of Police References & Quentitstive Resources Problem Subordinsto .45

Intetpersonal Protest

elypiiieui ur Subordinates Protmr 51

Leadership & Delegation Protest

Problem Analysis & Decision Making Protest

Organization. Coordination. & Resource Allocation Protest .17 .43

Investigation & Police Work Protest

Oral Communication Protest

Control & Follow-Up ProteS1

Interpersonal In-Besket .55

Development of Subordinates In-Basket .80

Leadership & Delegation b-Basket .72.

Problem Analysis & Decision Making In-Basket .79

Organization, Coordination, & lIssource Allocation In-Basket .73

Investigation & Polies Work In- Basket .66

Oral Communication In-Basket .46

Control & Follow-Up In-Basket .78

Use of Police References & Quantitative Resources In-Basket .70

59

.51
.74
40

.60
.61

Note. Only factor loadings greater than or equal to are presented.

t
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TABLE 3

Rotated Factor Pattern for the Graphic Rating Scale Dimension Scores

Dimensions Exercises

Interpersonal Apprehending Suspects

Development of Subordinates Apprehending Suspects

Letdership & Delegation Apprehending Suspects

Problem Analysis & DOCiSion Making Apprehending 3usywts
Organization, Coordination. & Resource Allocation Apprehending Suspects

bvestigadon & Police Work Apprehending Suspects

Oral Communication Apprehendit4 Suspects

Control & Follow-Up APprehending Suspects

Use of Police References & Quantitative Resources Apprehending Suspects

Irnerpersonal Problem Subordinate .$6

Development of Subordinates Problem Subordinate .75

Leadership & Delegation Problem Subordinate .81

Problem Analysis & Decition Making Problem Subordinate .80

investigation & Police Work Problem Subordinate .63

Oral Communication Problem Subordinate .72

Control & Pollow-Up Problem Subordinete .74

Use of Police Itzfortatoos & Quantitative Roomaroen Problem Subordinate 75

Interpersonal Pmma .71

Development of Subordinates Protest .75

Leadership & Delegation Protest .32

Problem Analysis & Decision Making Pmtest SO

Organization. Coordination, & Resource Allocation Protest .76

Inveetigation & Polioo Work Proteet 5t,

Oral Communication Protest 75

control & Follow-Up Protest .80

Interpersonal In-Basket .bY

Development of Subordinates In-Bosket .86

Leadersbip & Delegation In-Basket .89

Problem Analytit & Decision Meting Tn-Basket .87

Organization. Coordination. & Resource Alloestion In-13saket .86

Investigation & Police Work In-Basket .82

Oral Communication In-Basket .77

Control & Follow-Up In-Basket .85

Use of Police Refft-eneea & (hiantitative Roources In-Basket .37

.36 .4;
.56
.79
.61
.80
.76

.35 .72

Nom. Only faotor loactinga greater than or eqUAl to .3 5 are presented.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TABLE 4

Coefficient Alpha by Dimension and Total Score for the
Behavioral Checklist and Graphic Rating Scale

Behavioral Checldist
Coefficient Alpha

Graphic Rating Scale
Coefficient Alpha

Dimenzion
Interpersonal .883 .818

Development ot Subonlinates .938 .839

Leadership & Delegation .900 .839

Problem Analysis & Decision Making .927 .820

Organintion, Coordination, & Resource Allocation .909 ,

Investigation & Police Work .945 .828

Oral Communication .858 .783

Control & 1ollow41p .933 .859

Use of Police References & Quantitative Resources .834 .823

Grand Mean .903 .823
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TABLE 5

Inserrater Reliability by Dimension for the
Behavioral Checklist and Graphic Rating Scale

Behavioral Checklist
Mean r SD

Graphic Rating Scale
Mean r SD

DUnension
Interpersonal 1.000 .000 .943 .048

Development of Subordinates .977 .026 .934 .074

Leadership & Delegation .378 .045 .930 .089

Problem Analysis & Decision Making .962 .012 .902 .064

Organization, Coordination, & Resource Allocation .988 .007 .893 .094

Investigation & Police Work .964 .030 .897 .067

Oral Communication .953 .025 .873 .048

Control & Follow-Up .97.3 .061 .913 .083

Use of Police References & Quantitative Resources .992 .021 .853 .108

Grand Mean .976 .014 .904 .028
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TABLE 6

Correlations Between Peifonnance Ratings and Behavioral Checklist

and Graphic Rating Scale Total Scores

Behaviocat4thielitiding Srs1s

1992 Performance Ratings

1993 Performance Ratings

.1425 .1625*

A 376 .1757*

Now: *Significant at p < .05 level. N = 173 for 1992 PerformanceRatings anci. N = 149 for the 1993 Performance

Ratings.

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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T ABLE 7

Convergent and Discriminant Validity Results of

Assessment Center Research Summarized by Reilly et aL (1990)

Source

Average Aversip
Convergent Validity Discriminant Validity

Reilly et al. (1990) .43 .41

Sackett & Dreber (1982)
Company

.07 .64

Company B
.11 .40

Company C
.51 .65

Turnage & Muchinsky (1982)
Sample A

.45 .53

Sample B
.44 .52

Silverman et al. k 19a6)
Sample A

.54 .65

Sample B
.37 .68

Russell (1980
.25 .53

Bycio et aL (1987)
.36 .75

Robertson et al. (1987)
Organization 1

.28 .64

Organization 2
.26 .66

Organization 3
.23 .60

Organization 4
.11 .49
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Appendix
D.ermitions of Assessment Center DimensiQns

I., Interpersonal the ability to use human relations skills in interacting with subordinates,

superiors, citizens, and other personnel within the department and outside agencies

2. Develupmeta of Subordinates - the ability to develop subordinates by establishtng

guidelines, observing behavior, and providing feedback. counseling, or disciplinary

actions

3. Leadershtp and Delegation the ability to direct activities of subordinates in order to

achieve departmental goals

4. Problem Analysis & Decision Making the ability to identify potential and existing

problems and to make high quality, timely decisions

5. Organization & Coordination - the ability to organize and coordinate resources on scene

and administratively

6. Investigation & Police Work - the ability to ask questions that obtain information to

further an investigation and to perceive critical information and determine when to use

different techniques

7. Oral Communication - the ability to communicate ideas, orders, and assignments orally

to a wide variety of people

8. Control and Eol low-Up - the ability to follow up on goals, assigninents, unsolved and

ongoing problems and projects

9. Use of Police References and Quantitative Resources - the ability to use police resources

as guides in decision making and application

4 1


